**Books and book-length work:**


6. 800-page correspondence course in GCSE English Literature, International Correspondence Schools; specialist topics including Lord of the Flies, Pride and Prejudice, Macbeth, She Stoops to Conquer, war poems and love poems.

**Contributor to:**

1. "Beyond This Horizon", Chris Carrel, ed., Ceolfrith Arts Centre, 1973. *


* **Non-fiction**: see 'Papers & Major Articles' below.

** Fiction**: see 'Short Stories' below.

*** See **Music** below.

**** **Critical**: see below.
PUBLISHED WORK - PAPERS AND MAJOR ARTICLES.


3. 'Space Probe from Epsilon Boötis', Spaceflight, April 1973; reprinted Pursuit, 1975; illus. Ed Buckley and Gavin Roberts.

4. 'Space Probe from Epsilon Boötis', in "Beyond This Horizon" (see Books); illus. Ed Buckley and Gavin Roberts.

5. 'Space Probe from Epsilon Boötis?', Analog, January 1974; illus. Ed Buckley and Gavin Roberts.


7. 'Pyramids and Mars', in "Destiny: Mars!" (see Books); reprinted in Pursuit, 1975.

8. 'Speculating about Interstellar Travel', The Glasgow Herald, April 6th, 1976.


15. 'Space Notes', Space Outlook, August 1977.


23. 'Past Contact and the Moving Caravan', (guest chapter) in "Extraterrestrial Encounter", 1979 (see Books).


27. 'The Politics of Near Space' in "The High Frontier", 1979 (see Books).


33. 'Keep Watching the Skies!', commissioned and accepted by David Langford for *Extro* no.4, 1982 (not printed because magazine ceased publication!)


40. 'Spacelab', Invention Programme Book, September 1983.


47. 'Waveriders', *Space World*, May 1985, simultaneously in *Space Voyager*; illus. Ed Buckley and Gavin Roberts.


49. '20 Years of SF Conventions', Albacon 85 Programme Book, July 1985.


52. 'Industrial Action', *Space Voyager*, September 1985; illus. Tom Campbell.


54. 'Project Starseed', *Space Voyager*, November 1985 (not printed because magazine ceased publication!); illus. Tom Campbell.


59. 'The Volcanoes of Io', Interstel, 1986.


61. 'Science Fiction Fans Meet in Glasgow', (originally 'Albacon III/Short Story Competition'), Glasgow Herald, March 29, 1986.


63. 'Fermi Paradox - the Final Solution?', Analog, May 1986; illus. Gavin Roberts.


65. 'Yamamoto and Naval Strategy', research report for A. Graeme Adam, summer 1986.


69. 'A View from Here', ASTRA Spacereport, January 1987.

70. 'The Neptune Options', Spacereport, January 1987.


72. 'Project Starseed', revised version, Settlers Sentinel, 1987; illus. Ed Buckley and Gavin Roberts.

73. 'An Introduction to Chris Boyce', Albacon 87 Progress Report 2.

75. 'Short Story Competition', and 'Introduction' to SF story, Albacon 87 Programme Book, June 1987.


79. 'The Politics of Near Space', The World & I, October 1987; also sold in Germany.


82. 'The IAF Congress and Beyond', ASTRA Spacereport, January 1988.


89. 'Journey to the Sun', ASTRA Spacereport, July 1988; illus. John Bonsor.

90. ‘The Soviet Space Shuttle’, ASTRA Spacereport, September 1988


97. 'Invitation to a New World', Glasgow Herald, April 1, 1989.

98. 'Still Moonstruck 20 Years after Apollo', Glasgow Herald, July 22, 1989.


100. 'Woman Winner Again for Science Fiction Competition', Glasgow Herald, September 23, 1989.


108. 'Enter the Realms of Fantasy', Glasgow Herald, July 21, 1990.

109. 'Shuttle's Successor', (originally 'Waverider), The Glasgow Herald, October 1990.

111. 'Waverider', Space Policy, November 1990.


115. 'Waverider', (originally 'Waveriders'), Spacefaring Gazette, December 1990.


117. 'Waverider', Ventura County NSS Newsletter, December/January 1991.

118. 'Waveriders', (originally 'The Rebirth of Waverider'), Avenue, Glasgow University, January 1991; illus. Brian Fair.


133. 'The Philosophy of a Kardashev 2 Civilisation', "Fantazia 2", Samo Resnik, ed., in press (see Books).


141. 'Waveriders!', Aurora, UK Students for the Exploration and Development of Space Magazine, January 1993.

142. Review, "Is Anyone Out There?" by Dr. Frank Drake, Space Policy, May 1993.

143. 'Hands Off Our Moon!', Spacereport April 1993; abridged, Spacefaring Gazette, April/May 1993.

144. (with Steve Sneyd) 'Science Fiction & Poetry', Fantasy Commentator, Winter 1993/94.

145. 'BNSC Town Meeting: Rosetta and FIRST', Space Policy, May 1994.


149. ‘ASTRA and SETI’, ASTRA, 1996.


153. Review, "Rogue Asteroids and Doomsday Comets" by Duncan Steel, Space Policy. October 1996.


156. 'Waverider and ASTRA', Asgard. May 1997.


158. 'Lance McLane summary', commissioned by Sydney Jordan for Lucca exhibition catalogue.


162. 'Space Adaptation Syndrome', (2 versions), leaflet for Michelle Project, USA.

163. 'Sounding Rockets', leaflet for Michelle Project, USA.

164. 'Exploring the Mesosphere', leaflet for Michelle Project, USA.

165. 'And I Remember Spain', supplement to GCE A-level course "Poems of the Thirties", International Correspondence Schools, in press.


176. ‘And Finally… Yes, We Did Go to the Moon’, Asgard, July 2001; illus. David Hardy.


195. (with Andy Nimmo and James McLean) ‘An End to Terrorism – Is It Possible?’, Asgard, August 2002.


200. (with Jamie McLean), ‘Everything You Wanted to Know About ASTRA Discussion Projects (but were afraid to ask)’, New International Spacereport, Number One, September 2002.


207. ‘Everything You Wanted to Know About ASTRA Exhibition Projects (but were afraid to ask)’, New International Spacereport, Number Five, January 2003.


211. 'Vale, Columbia', Spacereport, March 2003.


219. '40 Years of ASTRA Publications Index', Spacereport, August 2003.


222. 'Hawke's Notes' – 'Sacrifice' and 'Chacondar', Jeff Hawke's Cosmos, February 2004; illus. Sydney Jordan.


224. 'Science News: Concorde, the UK and the Planets', Jeff Hawke's Cosmos, June 2004.


227. 'Space Notes – Cassini and Huygens', Jeff Hawke's Cosmos, December 2004; illus. Gavin Roberts.


250. ‘Space Notes – Current Space Missions’, Jeff Hawke’s Cosmos, in press.


259. ‘ASTRA History – the First 50 Years’, Spacereport, in press.

260. Obituary, Danny Kane, Spacereport, 2005, in press.


262. ‘Vostok, Voshkod and Zond’, Asgard, in press.


Obituaries of late ASTRA members and friends of the society, Spacereport and Asgard, since 1980, ongoing.
DUNCAN LUNAN
SCIENCE WRITER

‘The Sky above You’ by Duncan Lunan, Segment 2 Articles.

1. Amateur Involvement in Astronomy.
2. Starting Astronomy.
5. Amateur Reports.
6-8. Choosing a Telescope (1-3).
9-14. Using a Small Telescope (1-5).
15. Lunar Eclipses.
17. The Winter Stars.
29. Comets.
30-33. Meteors and Meteorites (1-4).
34. The Perseid Meteors.
35. Observing the Autumn Meteors.
36-37. The Summer Solstice (1-2).
38-41. Astronomy in California (1-4).
42. Astronomy in New York.
43. The Southern Sky.

Segment 3 News Articles

50. Apr. 1987: Magellanic Supernova – the Plot Thickens!
55. Oct. 1987: The BNSC Crisis, contd..
58/59/60/61. Feb/Mar/Apr/May 1988: SETI at the IAF (1-4).
93. June 1990: Of Telescopes and Mirrors.
111. Apr 1992: Review, “America at the Threshold”.
120. December 2005: Night Sky only.
121. May 2006: Astronomy in Turkey, Current Space Missions (Stardust, New Horizons, Cassini, Mars Express, Venus Express, Space Shuttle).
125. Space Notes – Current Space Missions, in press.
126.
**Short Stories, Novelettes & Novellas.**


3. 'Here Comes the Sun', Galaxy, March 1971.

4. 'Liaison Assignment', Galaxy, April 1971; illus. Jack Gaughan.

5. 'Falling through the World', Galaxy, May-June 1971.


7. 'The Comet, the Cairn and the Capsule', If, July-August 1972; translated in "Science Fiction Story Reader 8", Germany, 1978 (see Books); reprinted in "The Science Fictional Solar System", 1979 and "Comets", 1986 (see Books); trans. Fenix Publications, Poland; Jugoslavian translation pending.


**Stories for 'Lance McLane' strip, Daily Record, drawn by Sydney Jordan:**


14. 'I Talk to the Trees', 1983-84.


17. 'Pharaoh's Army Got Drownded', 1984-85.


20/21. (with Jim Campbell) 'Dire Straits'; (with Gordon Dick) 'Ice-Needle'. Both accepted but not published because strip ceased publication!

**Short Stories contd.:**

22. 'Verdict of History', *Dream Magazine*, July 1987; reprinted *West Coast Magazine*, No.8 (June 1991); trans. Fenix Publications, Poland.


24/25. 'Tirra Lirra, by the River, Sang Sir Lancelot'; 'Landscape Modification in the Vicinity of Highgate Cemetery'; both in "The Drabble Project", vol. 1, 1988 (see Books.)


27. 'In the Arctic, Out of Time', sold in Germany but not used because magazine ceased publication! *Isaac Asimov's Science Fiction Magazine*, July 1989, illus. Bob Walters; trans. Fenix Publications, Poland.

28. 'Conventional Weapons', commissioned and accepted by George Hay for anthology, 1990, not published because publisher cancelled project! Russian trans. in press.

29. 'With Time Comes Concord', *Analog Science Fiction/Science Fact*, September 1993; illus. Sydney Jordan.

30. 'Last Days in the Nanotech War', optioned for "There Will Be War" series, ed. John F. Carr, not published because series ended!
Editorial and Critical


Space Outlook, (European Space Association): Editor, nos. 1-4, 1977-79.


Organiser, the Glasgow Herald/Albacon SF short story competition, 1986-92. Winners published in The Glasgow Herald with introductory articles. First three winners and four of first three years' runners-up appear in "Starfield" (see above); another runner-up with introductory article in Albacon 87 Programme Book; one winner with introductory article in "New Writings in SF", Glasgow SF Writers Circle, 1988.

Organiser of book review panels for various science fiction conventions, likewise poetry readings (also for 1st Edinburgh Science Festival).


'Hawke's Notes' for Jeff Hawke's Cosmos, 2003-2004, ongoing; illus. Sydney Jordan:


'Hawke’s Notes': 'Pass the Parcel', Jeff Hawke's Cosmos, Vol. 3 No. 1, December 2005

Music

Folk music articles and reviews for local papers, 1965-81, Glasgow University Magazine, 1965, and for The Glasgow Herald and The Broadsheet, 1984; most recent, review of David Proffitt Memorial Concert, Portsmouth, November 1989, for The Scottish Folk Diary, January 1990.
